
On the surface it may seem that the Northern group has been closed but members have continued to be 
active - to be involved in State matters; the strategic planning group; program and excursion organisers 
preparing for the time when meetings resume next month; and those such as Karen M. maintaining the 
website or those who keep alive our Facebook presence. In addition this newsletter has been wonderfully 
supported by members’ contributions. Plant of the Month has been sustained by members who have prepared 
online presentations. The Tasmanian Native Plants Garden at Heritage Forest has been maintained by 
Suzanne, Daphne and Peter and now that working bees have started again, the effort is on to get the garden 
to a standard that enables it to maintain its role as a show piece for the Native Plants Society. 

Another very active area for our group is the nursery. The Shade-house remained open to a few busy 
workers as they weeded, fertilised, potted up etc. Early in June another outside bench was added so there 
is enough space to allow plants to ‘harden off’ outside the shade house. This is the third bench constructed 
and covered. Thanks this time to Jon Hosford and the East Tamar Men’s shed.   

For all of us - a hearty congratulations on our commitment to maintaining the momentum of our organisation 
during difficult times. 
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…and finally meeting Janet’s approval.  

These photos show present day activities in a 
nursery that is thriving. 

 
Janet Hallam has kindly gathered details which 
summarise the evolution of the nursery. 

Our nursery is doing well, and is following a tradition of success 
stretching back 40 years … 

At the time of writing our Northern Group’s nursery at Windsor Community Precinct is about to re-open and 
hold its first monthly propagation session since March.  During the lockdown we have missed seeing each 
other and our plants.   

We are proud of our Group’s nursery and what it produces.   But our interest and success in propagating and 
selling native plants stems (no pun intended!) from the earliest days of the Group.  That early interest and 
energy lead to the establishment of our first nurseries and their success set the template for the operation 
of our present nursery at Windsor Park.  How this evolved makes an interesting story. 

The Northern Group of the ASGAP (Australian Society for Growing Australian Plants, the previous name of 
APST) was formed in 1976.  According to Mick Statham, it had been formed in the context of growing 
interest in native flora.  This was stimulated by two earlier developments, the establishment of National 
Botanic Gardens in Canberra (1970), and  Margaret Stones requiring plant specimens for her illustrations in 
Curtis’s six-volume “Endemic Flora of Tasmania”, published during 1967-1978.  There was no doubt it was a 
time of awakened interest in native flora amongst the broader community.  “It was a period when much 
interesting  botanical stuff was being brought in from the bush” recalled Mick.   

At the time commercial availability of native plants 
was limited and so members did their own propagating 
at home.  They produced plants for their own gardens, 
to swap with their colleagues, and to generally spread 
the word.  The Northern Group was fortunate to have 
many members with good botanical and technical 
knowledge. There were many questions to ask and 
much to be learnt and members soon found that 
propagating plants together provided an excellent 
opportunity to exchange knowledge and build 
expertise.   
  Early 1990s plant stall at Statham’s open garden. 

Here is Janet’s report



To that end more joint sessions started being held at various homes, frequently in the beautiful native 
garden setting at John and Marion Simmons’s, at Legana. The Simmons’s garden abounded in a wide variety 
of acacias and other beautiful mainland plants collected by them on their many botanising trips all over 
Australia.  John had also set up a small work area and shade-house. 

  
It was during this early period - 80s to early 90s 
- that the Group saw the opportunity to further 
public interest in growing native plants by 
conducting stalls at public events  e.g. the 
Windmill Hill Flower shows.  The ABC’s Open 
Garden Scheme was also in full flight and the 
Simmons’s garden featured frequently.  The 
public came to look and to buy plants they’d seen.   

Native plants stall at Windmill Hill Gardening Show 2003 

These small plant stalls soon found they could barely keep up with demand.  In 1996, Rosemary Verbeeten 
remembers a desperate SOS call from Marion to see if she could supply any more plants to sell on the 
Sunday at the Simmons’s Open Garden weekend.  The stall had completely sold out on the Saturday.  
Rosemary was only able to rustle up a further 20 plants.  She recalled the Group being ”stunned by the 
demand”, so much so that early in 1997 Judy and Rosemary Whish-Wilson travelled to Oldina nursery on the 
N-W coast to buy tube-stock to be potted on in readiness for sale at the next season’s Open Garden Day, 
hoping it would help meet demand.  These Oldina plants were stored over winter under the deck at Rosemary 
and Alf Verbeeten’s home in Lanena.   

When the  Verbeetens purchased their Lanena 
property in 1995, it had a large glasshouse which Alf 
renovated, installing new benches and a large hot-bed.  
Rosemary established her own private nursery 
operation there.  At that time (1997) it was 
suggested that the Group should do more of its own 
propagation to meet increasing demand. 

Rosemary and Alf generously offered to provide 
permanent workspace and storage for the Group’s 
plants at their property where space would be made 
in Alf’s newly renovated glass-house. It would run in 
parallel with Verbeeten’s own nursery. The offer 
was accepted.   



It would be the first time the Group had a permanent 
place to meet each month for plant propagation and to also 
hold the twice-yearly plant sales.  Members rose to the 
occasion.  They mixed potting-mix for their own use and for 
sale, purchased cast-off bottle trays from Boags for their 
plants, devised their own plant labels, bulk-bought 
Osmocote to be re-packaged for sale, distributed their 
Group’s business cards.  Sales grew and the reputation of 
our plants was established.  

On sale days customers were able to buy refreshments and 
sit while they drew inspiration from the beautiful and 
extensive Verbeeten garden. 

Displaying and selling plants also continued at other events 
and venues also such as the Launceston Horticultural 
Shows,Agfest, at shopping centres to celebrate Wattle Day 
and at members Open Garden days.   As many as 400 plants 
were sold at the main sales, with a high point of 1500 plants 
sold for the whole year in 2003. 

They were years packed with activity. But ten years is a long time to be in charge and responsible for a 
nursery operation.  It is demanding and so it was with disappointment but not surprise that in 2008 
Rosemary signalled that she wanted a break.  This meant if the nursery was to continue it would need to find 
a new location. 

So in 2009, with a collective sigh of relief and much 
appreciation, the Group accepted Sharon and Mike 
Percy’s offer to host the nursery at their bush block, 
“Grassy Banks”, at South Bridgenorth.  They, too, 
generously offered exclusive use of an outbuilding as a 
potting-shed and an adjoining spacious area to set up 
outside racks.  Water and power were laid on to the shed.  

Perhaps most importantly the Percys 
agreed to a shade house being 
constructed next to the potting-shed.  
John Simmons designed and, with a 
helpful team including Mike, 
constructed a pre-fabricated shade-
house and installed an automatic 
watering system.   

^ Propagating in nursery’s potting shed at 
Grassy Banks. 
< Ross Flint in newly named “John Simmons 
Shade-house” at Grassy Banks, 2012. 

The 2 Rosemarys - Verbeeten and Whish-
Wilson, propagating in the newly res.tored  
glass house at Verbeeten’s, late 90s



Mindful of possible future re-locations of the nursery, John designed the shade-house to be easily and 
systematically demounted, transported and then re-mounted at a new site.  (7 years later, after John had 
died, his vision was put to the test when it was de-mounted and moved to the current site at Windsor 
Community Precinct, with ease, just as he had planned).  In September 2012 to honour John’s contribution, it 
was decided to name the shade-house “The John Simmons Shade-house” and a naming ceremony was held at 
the nursery with many members present from all over the State.   

With the nursery situated at South Bridgenorth, the Group felt it would need to conduct its Plant Sales 
more centrally in Launceston and so the Max Fry Hall was chosen as a suitable venue.   Ken Saunders offered 
to transport the plants from South Bridgenorth into the Max Fry Hall, a huge undertaking which, as the size 
of the sale stock increased, sometimes required 2 trips.  Ken is still transporting our plants to and from the 
Max Fry Hall on Sale days.    

This was the start of a series of increasingly 
successful sales, with sale-takings exceeding $1000 
regularly, up to $1400 on one occasion.  Sharon had 
good support from members but largely organised 
most aspects of the sale herself.  

Afternoon tea on back terrace at Grassy Banks after naming 
ceremony for the Shade-house in September 2012

Photos: C. Hallam, October 2018 Sale day 



The Group thought of new ways to 
publicise the Sales.  The Sale days 
were eagerly awaited by the public and 
many times there were queues formed 
before it opened.   

 

We noticed gradual changes in the plants 
requested – an increased demand for 
Tasmanian bush understorey plants and 
even re-vegetation species, as people 
showed interest in re-creating bushland 
gardens, and establishing particular 
habitats.   

The public became more knowledgeable 
about the suitability of different plants 
for different situations, and aware that 
establishing native gardens was not, and 
never was, a one-size fits all scenario. 

Driving to Grassy Banks  for propagation was looked forward to by us all.   Concluding each session with 
afternoon tea, or a walk around Sharon’s garden or a ramble into the bush or sometimes all three, were 
enjoyed by everyone as were the end-of-year barbeques at sundown.  As happened in 2008, so in 2016 we 
were dismayed when Mike and Sharon told us they were selling Grassy Banks and moving into town.  All good 
things come to an end and “where to now?” was uppermost on our minds.  

 

Nursery moving day at 
Grassy Banks. Roy Skabo 
and Noel Manning loading a 
propagation bench. Our pre-
fab Shade-house panels are 
stacked at the back. 

Costa Georgiadis from 
Gardening Australia visiting 
our nursery at Windsor 
Precinct in front  of the re-
constructed John Simmons 
Shade-house. 



How we came to re-locate the nursery to West Tamar’s Windsor Community Precinct at the end of 2016, has 
been well-documented previously.  Suffice to say this re-location coincided with a rapid increase in Northern 
Group’s membership with many new members enjoying the propagation sessions.   

Attendance at propagation has 
grown and more plants are 
produced and sold.  Our 
increased sale proceeds are 
now helping many of our State’s 
respected but cash-strapped 
botanical institutions  e.g. Royal 
Tasmanian Botanic Gardens, the 
State Herbarium, Tasmanian 
Land Conservancy.  For many of 
us this is an added and 
important motivation for the 
work we do. 

      Inside Shade-house on propagation day, March 2017 

So you can see it is important to reflect and understand that any success our Group Nursery is enjoying now 
has followed the dedication and effort by many members over the last 40 years - members who established 
a love of propagation and who ran the Northern Group’s first nurseries and sales. 

Information used in this article was gathered from Mick and Helen Statham, Rosemary Whish-Wilson, Rosemary Verbeeten and 
Sharon Percy.  Rosemary Verbeeten has searched through old newsletters, and Eucryphias and placed all references she found onto 
disc.  Thanks to all  ….   JH.   

Photos from July and August 
propagation sessions -   
L. Skabo 

Photo: S Percy

Afternoon tea outside the 
potting shed March 2020 at 
Windsor Precinct >

<  Inside the potting shed  v

Photo: JH



June POM  Alyogyne huegelii	        Kay Pallett  
  
 

This medium shrub, 
common name: purple 
hibiscus, provides colour 
throughout the year - at 
times only a few purple 
splashes - but it can be 
relied upon for a boost of 
colour in a vase when most 
other shrubs are still 
clothed in green. 

    
Yes it can be straggly 
and need a firm pruning 
but no matter how 
brutally it is trimmed it 
forgives and slowly 
bursts into colour and 
what colour. The flowers, 
around 10cm in diameter, 
could be a contender in 
the most photogenic 
flower category. Hence it 
is a popular flower and a 
prominent native 
originally from Western 
and South Australia.  

 



Alyogyne huegelii belongs to the Malvaceae family and produces hundreds of blooms, being most prolific 
from late spring to the end of summer when the shrub is covered in conspicuous mauve, violet or white 
flowers. The leaves are hairy, deeply three to five lobed and dull green in colour.  

Alyogyne huegelii prefers sandy, gravelly areas but can grow in a range of well drained soils. In late spring 
after the main flowering flush is the time when the shrub should be pruned back quite hard. It throws out 
vigorous, fast-growing shoots from old wood, so can easily be kept down to a small compact shrub. (ANBG 
staff 1976) 

It is a quick growing shrub which has few pests but some protection from the hardest frosts may be 
required. Propagation is easy using half-hardened tip cuttings 7-8 cm long and soft tip cuttings also do well. 
Alyogyne huegelii can also be grown as a pot plant and will flower and set seed in pots as small as 15cm in 
diameter. (Source: Malvaceae website, Alyogyne Page) 

This Alyogyne species was named after Baron Karl Alexander von Hügel, a 19th century Austrian botanist.  

Hügel travelled extensively in Australia between 
November 1833 and October 1834. In his quest to see 
the flora and collect seeds for his garden he visited 
the Swan River Colony (at left), King George Sound 
(W.A.) Van Diemen’s Land, Norfolk Island and New 
South Wales.  

His large collection was later described by Endlicher et 
al and his name was given to a number of species - 
Alyogyne huegelii is perhaps one of the more familiar. 

Of special interest is Hügel’s journal in which he wrote 
not only his botanical observations but also his views on 
colonial Australia, his opinions of the administration, 

transportation, social life and missionary efforts that he encountered. ‘It is a rare record of an aristocratic 
European’s attitude towards colonial Australia. Perhaps unexpectedly for a man of reactionary and 
establishment sympathies, Hügel took exception to the ill-treatment and exploitation of the indigenous 
Australians whom he observed on his travels.’ (Source: Wikipedia- Baron Charles von Hügel) 

  

July POM Correa species         Elizabeth Bradley 

As a relative newcomer to the cultivation of natives I have discovered the versatility of the Correa species. 
These low maintenance shrubs are a genus of about 11 species in the Rutaceae family named after Jose 
Correa De Serra, a Portuguese botanist. They occur mostly in Australia’s south eastern states within a wide 
variety of habitats from mountain forests to coastal environments indicating the degree of adaptability of 
this species and consequently their tolerance of a broad range of garden situations. 

The flowers are of two types. C. alba has star-like flowers with petals fused at the base only and is native 
to coastal areas of NSW, VIC and TAS. I have a low white form of C. alba (below) trimmed to fit a narrow, 
dry situation that receives only occasional watering. Pastel pink forms of C. alba also occur naturally in 
Tasmania and Victoria. 



 

There are many correa cultivars in existence. 
C. reflexa has naturally hybridised with other 
correa species such as C. alba, C. decumbens and 
C. pulchella.  

     

            ‘Catie Bec’      >> 
…. is a hybrid that is particularly floriferous. The 
parent plants are C. alba, 'Federation Belle’ and 
C. pulchella.  

The vibrant pink flowers contrast with the rich 
green foliage. The large slightly pointed leaves 
are similar in shape to one of the parent plants,  
C. pulchella. 



Other correa flower types look 
more like a fuchsia with cream, 
green or red petals fused into a 
distinct tube. Hence the common  
name ‘native fuchsia’. This border  
C. reflexa grows well in a semi-
shaded position in my garden. 

 

 

Finally, C. reflexa var. nummularifolia - 



This forms an excellent ground cover with the added bonus of flowers in July. The name is derived from the 
Latin nummularia meaning ‘coins’ and folium meaning ‘leaf’ giving rise to the common name ‘round-leaf correa’. 
The two varieties growing atop this exposed rock-edged corner bear similarities to C. reflexa ssp. 
nummularifolia. 

The 'round-leaf correa' found in mainstream nurseries comes from mainland Tasmania and coastal Victoria. 
The mis-naming of this correa is entrenched in the nursery trade but they are not the true ssp. 
nummularifolia. 

C. reflexa var. nummularifolia was reclassified by Paul Wilson in 1961 when he split off the Bass Strait 
Island forms from the mainland and Tasmanian forms. Consequently, the tough coastal correas in this photo 
are similar to, but not quite the same as, the sub species nummularifolia, found only on the Furneaux Islands. 
Despite this confusion these C. reflexas flower profusely and are well known to, and visited frequently by 
honeyeaters and spinebills. 

Now to enjoy photos from our gardens! 
    
Flora from Kootara garden            
Louise Skabo 
	  
	 	 Left  

Acacia vestita - weeping boree - an 
attractive and hardy NSW 
acacia.  

Below left 
Banksia spinulosa - birthday 
candles 

Below 
Acacia baileyana - 
Cootamundra prostrate 
form 



Tasmanian Hardenbergia 
violacea found only at 
Coal River Valley was 
thought to have been 
brought in by early 
sheep graziers. 
However, Dr. Matthew 
Larcombe, a Northern 
Group speaker from 
UTAS said that this 
species was proven to be 
genetically different 
from the common wide-
spread plant seen below. 

 

Hardenbergia violacea -false 
sarsaparilla, happy wanderer 
     >> 

Below 
Grevillea lanigera - woolly 
Grevillea   

Grevillea nivea - scarlet king



Rosevears garden colour   Kay Pallett 

Grevillea victoriae also known as royal or 
mountain grevillea. Prolific in  flower, loved by 
the birds that leave a carpet of petals around 
this attractive plant.        >> 

Below 
Hibbertia empetrifolia sprawling happily beside a 
Leptospermum ‘Pink Cascade’.    
             

               

Inset:  
Close-up of 
H. impetrifolia



Rhodanthe anthemoides - 
chamomile sunray -  
makes a bright splash. 
The white petals are 
highlighted by the deep 
yellow centres. Early buds 
add a touch of pastel pink. 



Pre-Covid potted splendour  Gilly Zachs   

Blandfordia punicea - Christmas bells 

Gilly noted that this plant had ‘sat in a pot and done nothing for about 7 years’. Last year after 
repotting it she was rewarded in March with this striking flower! 


